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Roles of Computation in the 21st Century 
Science and Technology

¨ In the second half of the 20th century, the role of computation in the 
sciences grew rapidly. Digital technology now permeates everyday life, 
drives our economy, and contributes to our national security.
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¨ In the second half of the 20th century, the role of computation in the 
sciences grew rapidly. Digital technology now permeates everyday life, 
drives our economy, and contributes to our national security.
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Projected job growth in Information Technology is very strong. 
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Challenges in Science and Technology 
Education in the 21st Century

¨ However, despite these very positive indicators, student interest in 
computing has declined dramatically over the last decade.
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Challenges in Science and Technology 
Education in the 21st Century

¨ However, despite these very positive indicators, student interest in 
computing has declined dramatically over the last decade.

Goal: help reverse these troubling trends.

The percentage of college freshmen 
indicating an intent to major in 

computing has declined overall by 70% 
in the last decade; for women, the 

decline was 80%. (Higher Education 
Research Institute 2000-2009)
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Approach: Computational Astronomy as a Tool 

¨ Goals
¤ Attract and retain students in science and technology
¤ Train the next generation of computational scientists and engineers  

at all levels (including undergrad, grad, & postdocs) 
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Approach: Computational Astronomy as a Tool 

¨ Goals
¤ Attract and retain students in science and technology
¤ Train the next generation of computational scientists and engineers  

at all levels (including undergrad, grad, & postdocs) 

¨ Plans
¤ Develop a new topical course on cosmology and astrophysics to 

attract undergraduate students in science
¤ Engage students in cutting-edge computational research
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Step 1: New topical course for attracting 
undergraduate students in science

¨ Yale Physics Department developed 4 new courses:
¤ Biophysics
¤ Cosmology & Astrophysics (offered every year; ~30 students/semester)

¤ Geophysics & the Environment
¤ Quantum Computing & Nanotechnology
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Step 1: New topical course for attracting 
undergraduate students in science

¨ Yale Physics Department developed 4 new courses:
¤ Biophysics
¤ Cosmology & Astrophysics (offered every year; ~30 students/semester)

¤ Geophysics & the Environment
¤ Quantum Computing & Nanotechnology

¨ Intro. calculus-based physics course 
¤ Intended primarily for science majors (freshman/sophomore)
¤ But, open to non-science majors who are interested in the topics 

covered and have sufficient background in math & physics
¨ Course development strategies & training

¤ Collaborative course development with fellow colleagues
¤ Engage graduate students interested to pursue research in 

cosmology & astrophysics to help TA the course
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Physics/Astro 343: Gravity, Astrophysics & Cosmology

¨ Extra-solar planets (“exoplanets”)
¤ First discovery 1992 (pulsar)
¤ “real” planets 1995
¤ ~100 known in 2004, 777 today
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Physics/Astro 343: Gravity, Astrophysics & Cosmology

¨ Extra-solar planets (“exoplanets”)
¤ First discovery 1992 (pulsar)
¤ “real” planets 1995
¤ ~100 known in 2004, 777 today

Theme (tools): Gravity

¨ Accelerating Universe (“dark energy”)
¤ Discovered in 1998 (Nobel Prize in 2011)
¤ Challenges fundamental physics theories
¤ Biggest discovery of the century?

¨ Black holes
¤ Theoretical until 1960s
¤ Evidence accumulates over decades
¤ Now major part of astrophysics
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Step 2: Training students in computational science

¨ Scientific visualization as an education and public outreach tool
¤ A rich, coherent, interactive, high-resolution 3-D visualization is 

captivating to the minds of young students and general public alike

¤ Students will learn a suite of basic programming languages (e.g., 
Python, Matlab, IDL) and develop research-based “shows”
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Step 2: Training students in computational science

¨ Scientific visualization as an education and public outreach tool
¤ A rich, coherent, interactive, high-resolution 3-D visualization is 

captivating to the minds of young students and general public alike

¤ Students will learn a suite of basic programming languages (e.g., 
Python, Matlab, IDL) and develop research-based “shows”

Digital Planetarium @ Yale

¨ Collaboration with existing educational program at Yale
¤ Leitner Family Planetarium & Observatory: a “museum-like” facility 

supported by Yale University with over 5000 visitors each year

¤ Science, Technology, and Research Scholars (STARS) program:          
a program to enhance minority involvement in science
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Freshman Projects:
Visualization of Large Data on Local Supercomputers

Visualization created by Mr. Pearson Miller (freshman)

What do students do?
Analyze terabytes using local 

supercomputers

What do students learn? 
Basic programming

Parallel programming 
Visualizaiton 

Supercomupting
Data mining
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ABSTRACT

We present an estimate of the projected two-point correlation function (2PCF) of quasars in the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) over the full range of one- and two-halo scales, 0.02 h!1 Mpc < rp <
120 h!1 Mpc. This was achieved by combining data from SDSS DR7 on large scales and Hennawi et al.
(2006, with appropriate statistical corrections) on small scales. Our combined clustering sample is the
largest spectroscopic quasar clustering sample to date, containing ! 48, 000 quasars in the redshift
range 0.4 ! z ! 2.5 with median redshift 1.4. We interpret these precise 2PCF measurements within
the halo occupation distribution (HOD) framework and constrain the occupation functions of central
and satellite quasars in dark matter halos. In order to explain the small-scale clustering, the HOD
modeling requires that a small fraction of z ! 1.4 quasars, fsat = (7.4 ± 1.4)" 10!4, be satellites in
dark matter halos. At z ! 1.4, the median masses of the host halos of central and satellite quasars
are constrained to be Mcen = 4.1+0.3

!0.4 " 1012 h!1 M" and Msat = 3.6+0.8
!1.0 " 1014 h!1 M", respectively.

To investigate the redshift evolution of the quasar-halo relationship, we also perform HOD modeling
of the projected 2PCF measured by Shen et al. (2007) for SDSS quasars with median redshift 3.2.
We find tentative evidence for an increase in the mass scale of quasar host halos—the inferred median
mass of halos hosting central quasars at z ! 3.2 is Mcen = 14.1+5.8

!6.9"1012 h!1 M". The cuto! profiles
of the mean occupation functions of central quasars reveal that quasar luminosity is more tightly
correlated with halo mass at higher redshifts. The average quasar duty cycle around the median host
halo mass is inferred to be fq = 7.3+0.6

!1.5 " 10!4 at z ! 1.4 and fq = 8.6+20.4
!7.2 " 10!2 at z ! 3.2. We

discuss the implications of our results for quasar evolution and quasar-galaxy co-evolution.

Subject headings: galaxies: nuclei — quasars: general — large-scale structure of universe — dark
matter

1. INTRODUCTION

Quasars are a highly luminous class of active galactic
nuclei (AGN) believed to be powered by supermassive
black holes (e.g., Salpeter 1964; Lynden-Bell 1969;
Kormendy & Richstone 1995; Richstone et al. 1998).
Theoretical study and observational evidence indicate
that an epoch of quasar activity occurs during the
formation of every massive spheroidal galaxy. The
current paradigm of hierarchical structure formation
suggests that this represents a key evolutionary phase
in the assembly of galaxies (e.g., Magorrian et al.
1998; Silk & Rees 1998; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000;
Gebhardt et al. 2000; Kau!mann & Haehnelt 2000a;
Merritt & Ferrarese 2001; Graham et al. 2002;
Tremaine et al. 2002; King 2003; Volonteri et al.
2003; Wyithe & Loeb 2003; Adelberger & Steidel 2005;
Di Matteo et al. 2005; Croton et al. 2006; Hopkins et al.
2006a, 2008).
Because of their high luminosity, quasars are detected

to high redshifts (e.g., Mortlock et al. 2011), making
them excellent probes of structure formation over cos-
mic time. The spatial clustering of quasars can be used
to probe the relationship between quasars and their host
dark matter halos, providing constraints on the forma-
tion and evolution of quasars and their role in galaxy

formation. In this paper, we present clustering mea-
surements of a large spectroscopic sample of quasars (!
48, 000 quasars in the redshift range 0.4 ! z ! 2.5) from
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000),
spanning scales ! 0.02 h!1 Mpc to ! 120 h!1 Mpc, and
perform theoretical modeling of the clustering to infer
the relation between quasars and dark matter halos.
Quasar clustering is typically measured through the

two-point correlation function (2PCF; e.g., Arp 1970).
The advent of the 2dF Quasi-Stellar Object Redshift
Survey (2QZ; Croom et al. 2004) and the SDSS has en-
abled high precision measurements of the 2PCF (e.g.,
Porciani et al. 2004; Croom et al. 2005; da Ângela et al.
2005; Myers et al. 2006, 2007a,b; Porciani & Norberg
2006; Shen et al. 2007, 2008, 2009; da Ângela et al. 2008;
Ross et al. 2009). It was found that quasars become in-
creasingly biased relative to the underlying dark mat-
ter with increasing redshift (e.g., Croom et al. 2001;
Porciani et al. 2004; Croom et al. 2005; Myers et al.
2007a; Shen et al. 2007), and that quasar clustering
only weakly depends on luminosity (e.g., Croom et al.
2005; Porciani & Norberg 2006; Myers et al. 2007a;
da Ângela et al. 2008; Shen et al. 2009).
With an assumed cosmological model, the relative am-

plitude of the large-scale quasar 2PCF and dark mat-

Publications by undergraduate students

One successful example: a senior essay by Mr. Jonathan Richardson (Yale 2011; now 
a grad student at U.Chicago) was accepted to Astrophysical Journal last month!

Undergrad

Postdocs Me
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